City of Portland
Pedestrian Advisory Committee

NOTES
Tuesday, December 18, 2018
6:00 – 8:30 PM
Pettygrove Room, City Hall, 1200 SW 5th Ave.

Committee Members:
Brenda Martin*
Elaine O'Keefe*
Brian Landoe*
Mark Person +
Patricia Jewett *
Evelyn Ferreira *
Matthew Hall *
Kenzie Woods +
Josh Channell *
Tiel Jackson *
Josh Roll *
Janine Gates +
Ashley Schofield +
Elka Grisham *
Zoe Klingmann *

Alternate Members:
Don Baack
Kelly Reid
James (Jim) Fairchild +
Marcella Crowson *
Kevin Glenn*

* Indicates committee members in attendance
+ Indicates committee member excused
Staff Present: Francesca Patricolo, Kerry Aszklar
Special Guests and Speakers: Mauricio Leclerc (PBOT), Nicholas Starin (BPS), Nick Falbo (PBOT)
Community members: Doug Klotz, Mariam Rhys, Glenn Traeger, Maria Sipin, Aaron Brown, Jim Howell, Michael
Espinoza, Chris Smith, Alice Culken (sp?)
Public Comment
• Community Member Glen Traeger spoke about e-scooters at the expense of pedestrian safety. He quoted
that 50% rode on the sidewalk, and 85% of them are college educated. He advocated for more
enforcement for e-scooters and asked the committee to write a letter.
• Community Member Doug Klotz spoke about the I-5 Rose Quarter Project. (See end of document for
additional material.)
• Community Member Aaron Brown spoke representing the organization No More Freeways in opposition
to the Rose Quarter. He mentioned ADA standards.
o Elaine suggested inviting opposing group to February meeting to hear both sides of the I-5 Rose
Quarter project. Josh Roll supported.
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o Members brought up that the public comment period will start in mid- to late Jan and at the
o
o

moment, is scheduled to only last one month. Groups have asked ODOT to extend the public
comment period.
Movement from Elaine, Kenzie to bring No More Freeways to February meeting (before the end
of the Environmental Analysis comment period) with specific attention to pedestrian issues.
Members advocated for a presentation 15 minutes or less to leave room for discussion as a
committee.

Hot Topics/Project Status and Updates/Announcements/Committee Business
•
Commissioner Eudaly confirmed to attend PAC meeting in February
o Please submit via email questions you’d like to ask Commissioner Eudaly during the Q&A to
Michelle by the end of January, so she can forward to the Commissioner’s office in advance.
o Josh volunteered to collect the feedback/questions for the Commissioner’s visit
• Michelle is working with City Attorney and Office of Civic Life to reschedule PAC onboarding for early 2019
(aiming for January).
• PedPDX: Public review draft anticipated for release early 2019 (Feb or March). Michelle/Francesca will
brief the PAC on the public review draft for Committee feedback during public comment period.
• Quick project updates (5 minutes)
o Division Transit: Will come back to the PAC (60% design) in early 2019.
o I5RQ returning to PAC in February (in conjunction with environmental analysis public comment).
o E-Scooter Pilot Program findings coming to the PAC in January.
▪ Tiel asked for raw data to be made available for trip data of scooters
▪ Josh Channel will send out link to where this info is available online
o 122nd Avenue: The second online survey is online now through January 6, and PAC members are
encouraged to participate. Survey results will inform the final concept design.
• Josh Roll brought up OPB article about data synthesized collection/tracking tool. He stated it was an
interesting tool but brought up concerns as a community member. He is interested to learn more since
the commission voted to fund it last week.
o Evelyn expressed interest to invite Metro to speak on it at some point in the future.
• Brenda brought up the Gideon Overcrossing project and some recently raised property owner concerns
about potential impacts to freight and truck access and loading at the currently planned location at SE
13/14th. TriMet promised to rebuild the bridge after it was torn down for the MAX Orange line
construction, and Brenda noted that the location at Clinton and 13th/14th was the favored option over
the 16th Ave option. Stating that she is speaking as a community member and member of the PAC,
Brenda urged individuals to write to the commissioner. The project may come to the committee in the
near future. Josh Channell will talk to Michelle and Brenda about next steps.

Topic One: Central City 2035 N/NE Quadrant Plan (60 min); Mauricio Leclerc (PBOT) and Nicholas Starin (Bureau of
Planning and Sustainability)
In advance of the January release of the I5RQ Environmental Analysis for PAC review and comment, PBOT Planning
and BPS have offered to provide a summary of the content and process behind the Council-adopted Central City
2035 and N/NE Quadrant Plans, which inform the current I5RQ project. The I5RQ project team will not be present
to discuss details at this meeting, but will be at the PAC in February.
Key questions/issues for the PAC: Staff is seeking to answer any PAC questions about the background and process
behind the I5RQ project in advance of the January release of the Environmental Analysis for public comment.
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Elaine brought up property owner issues in the area, recalling a property owner who visited the PAC a few
months ago stating concerns. Elaine brought up concern about commitments broken about certain
improvements. Staff responded that the property concern would be about the Paramount parking lot.
A member asked about what promises were made? Staff responded that the official project is in the
facilities plan. Elaine stated interest and importance of talking openly about it.
Josh Roll asked about the crash analysis. He stated that the project is projected to have a 50% reduction in
crashes. No data on fatal or severe injury. Staff responded, saying in 2012, there was no distinction. By
ODOT measures, it is a safety project for automobiles; by PBOT measures, it is a safety project for bikes
and pedestrians. A new analysis will come out with more information.
Question about engagement with the black community. Staff responded that they do not want to cause
harm, but not able to focus on reparations.
Question about, if the main objective is to reduce crashes on the freeway and improve access to
pedestrians and bikes, what creative solutions have been considered for freight to not run through the
heart of the city? Staff responded that funding for the project for the highway is tied to funding to
improve pedestrian and bicycle improvements; it is an all-or-none situation.
Question from Kenzie about a diagram showing where freight from big companies is going from I-5 to
Portland streets. Suggestion to bring to upcoming presentation.
Question from Josh Roll: was this project in the Regional Transportation Plan? Staff responded yes. Follow
up comment is that we will see a doubling of delay, but will be worse if the project doesn’t happen.
Question from Brian: were tolling impacts on this area considered? Staff replied that the Portland
Sustainability Commission asked staff at the time to consider congestion pricing. Staff currently doesn’t
know, and congestion pricing is currently being looked at. Project is in exploratory phase.
Question: what percent of the project is in the design phase? Staff: 5%
Comment: PAC is interested in providing design comments. Staff replied that elements in the design are
consistent with the 2012 N/NE Quadrant Plan with the exception to the grading at the Flint Bridge at 9%
grade.
Question from Brenda: are lids effective on freeways? Staff replied: they reduce noise and barrier to
potential of usable spaces. Follow up question, if the lids weren’t there would that negate the
effectiveness? Staff replied that you would still have all the other pedestrian crossings and other
pedestrian improvements.
Question from Kevin: will there be any transit priority? Staff replied that they don’t know.
Question from Tiel: what considerations have there been for the high crash network, such as no rights on
red, or any signal adjustments?
Question from Evelyn: is it possible as the PAC to ask if funds could be used from the project to fund PSAs
or public education and health impact assessment to Harriet Tubman.

Topic Two: Broadway/Weidler Safety Project (50 min); Nick Falbo (PBOT)
Broadway is on our citywide high crash network and is one of the small handful of streets on our high crash
network for all three modes: walking, bicycling and driving. It is the #1 high crash street for people biking, the #5
high crash street for people walking, and the #14 high crash street for people driving. The Broadway/Weidler
Safety Project will reorganize the roadway to provide protected bicycle facilities and interim painted curb
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extensions at crossings. Nick Falbo will present the in-progress conceptual design work and gather PAC feedback
on the pedestrian improvements proposed with the project.
Key questions/issues for the PAC: Staff is seeking PAC feedback on the concept design.
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Josh Channell pointed out safety issue on Broadway and Weidler that there are often two lanes turning
left on these one-way roads.
Question: is the I-5 Rose Quarter project reallocating lanes? Staff reply: those details are being worked
out.
Comment: an opportunity to add pedestrian space would be great. Comment is echoed, saying there is a
need for wider sidewalks. Staff replied that with redevelopment, wider sidewalks are possible.
Question: are there any future zoning changes? Staff replied that zoning is good for this area. Car
dealership (from streetview picture in presentation) is likely to redevelop and add sidewalk width.
Question from Josh Roll: will there be any data collection devices? He points out this is a great
opportunity to show effectiveness of changes. Staff reply: we will likely do a before-and-after data
capture to measure effectiveness.
Comment from Elka: There were photos in presentation of cyclists with no helmets on.
Question: Will there be intersection safety enhancements? Staff replied that those are to be protected
signal phases.
Question: intersections toward bridge take a long time to cross. Will signal timings be affected? Staff
replied that signal timings will be looked at overall.
Comment: Ornamental brass posts as bike separation would be nice.
Comment from Evelyn: more opportunities to cross north/south would be great. Follow up comment:
money to be dedicated to beautification would be great.

References & Resources mentioned in presentations
-

I-5 Rose Quarter plan
E-scooter update
Broadway/Weidler Safety Projects
N/NE Quadrant Plan, Central City 2035

Public comment and additional material submitted:

Doug Klotz
dougurb@gmail.com
Comments in person to Pedestrian Advisory Committee 12-18-18
Here are some thoughts on the Rose Quarter freeway widening:
While the two PBOT staffers, Mauricio and Nicholas, here are well-meaning, I’d
like to point out why this project will make conditions worse for pedestrians in the
area.
I believe the RQ project is supported by the city and PBOT for two reasons:
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1. To avoid angering down-state voters who want to drive faster through
Portland
2. To be able to increase housing and offices in Central City, and a bargain was
made: Portland can get an MMA designation for CC, exempting them from
zoning restraints, but only if they support the Rose Quarter Widening.
I was on the Advisory Committee back in 2012, and saw how the design evolved,
primarily to move auto traffic in and out of the Rose Garden events and onto the
freeway. To do this, streets were designed with large radius turns and a confusing
Diverging Diamond interchange, on-ramps were moved, and sidewalks closed, to
do this.
My handout shows all the dangerous points for walkers that resulted, including
several 50’ radius corners, as well as inconveniences such as closed sidewalks and
bridges. Don’t be under the impression that this was done to improve ped and
bike travel. It’s all about auto movement, and wastes a half a BILLION dollars
that could have been used to save lives where they’re being lost. Ironically, ODOT
says it won’t even ease “recurring congestion”, (but don’t let Salem know that).
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